w/c 11.1.2021
RE Home Learning
Last week we began to think about our RE topic question for this half term:
What is it like to belong to a Muslim religion in Nottinghamshire today?
1. Last week we introduced the 5 pillars of Islam and why these are
important for a Muslim (the rules that a Muslim must follow in order to
be closer to God and lead a good life). We looked at the first 2 pillars
of Islam - Shahadah (the saying that all Muslims must know off by heart)
and Salah (prayer). You can remind yourselves what prayer looks like
for Muslims here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_WEa9IobmI
2. You might be wondering what types of clothing a Muslim person might
wear. Have a look at this video to find out more about the types of
clothes Muslim people often wear. Talk to somebody at home about
what types of clothes you like to wear, why is this?
3. Today we are going to look at the next 2 pillars of Islam: Zakat (charity)
and Sawm (fasting). Look at the RE Zakat and Sawm PowerPoint.pdf here
or as a PDF/PowerPoint on the website to learn a little bit more about these 2
pillars of Islam.

4. As the 5 pillars of Islam are like rules that Muslims should follow to lead
good lives and be closer to God, your task is to make a poster showing
the people of Nottingham a set of rules that they must follow to make
Nottingham a better place to live! (Some ideas could be about:
looking after the environment or being kind to others. Use our school
rules to help you!).
5. Finally, watch video of Prayer at a mosque to find out what a Muslim’s
special place might look like – this will come in handy with your art and
design task over the next 2 weeks!

